THE REVIEW
As a student at Gottingen university I attended the lectures and seminars of Otto Weber, the famous Calvin scholar and translator of Calvin. It impressed me that he praised of the seven large-sized volumes of E Doumergue, Jean Calvin (1899 Calvin ( -1927 . At the time, it seemed to be the fulfIllment and the end of all Calvin research. Later on I noticed that Doumergue described the street, where Calvin lived in Geneva in 400 pages, but the world of ideas was not described in a conclusive way, not to mention in a final way. I realized that much more had to be done.
Three reports on the present state of Calvin research have been given at the European/International Congresses -by D Nauta; E Saxer and R C Gamble. They provided critical evaluations of the published studies and also pointed out the urgent tasks of Calvin research. They are worth reading again.
At the start of the Congresses the historical effects (Wirkungsgeschichte) of Calvin's work were treated. Remarkable is M Bucsay's . lecture on Calvins Priisenz in Ungarn or B G Armstrong's, dealing with the struggle on the Genevan Bible of 1588. The historical effects of Calvin (Wirkungsgeschichte) was dropped hter on, because it yielded little in understanding of Calvin. Oddly enough, only a small echo arose from P Denis's lecture I doubt that Calvin understood the church fathers as independent theologians. Didn't they serve him as additional evidence to support his doctrines, which he in turn took from the Bible? In his time the church fathers had some authority, which Calvin did not want to leave to the opponents. It was more so that the church fathers in general were consulted for their opinion. An exception is Augustine, the most influential theologian of the early and medieaval church. His ideas were also the nearest to the reformation. In the debate over Communion, the church fathers are used as a kind of quarry, where we find the stones to fit our arguments. This is true for all of the members of the conflict over the Lord's Supper, Reformed and Lutheran.
Calvin and the theologians of Scholasticism
In this field, Calvin research has made the least progess. This is not coincidentially. Until now, it is unsolved as to which 'school' Calvin belonged. 
* New themes or newly-treated themes
They were always found again:
-Calvin as polemicist (F M Higman, Chr.Partee).
-The tradition of the Institutes in the Calvin disciples (0 Fatio).
-Did Calvin teach a 'light doctrine of modalism on Christology? (H.-H.EBer).
-Calvin on penance as discussed in the sessions of the Council of Trent (H Schiitzeichel).
-Geneva in the sermons of Calvin (R Peter).
-Calvin as Law-giver, the constitution of the city of 1543 (R Kingdon). We will have to clear up our understanding of Calvin' s logic, for example his use of syllogism (Syllogismus practicus) of his combination of knowledge and will (cognitio et voluntas/ajfectus), in other words, the ability of the human soul.
Resumed were old themes such as
Here we can take a look at F L Battles article on Calculus Fidei of Calvin, that is his constant splitting off the terms as true or false. I am not sure whether Battles is right or not, but his article is worth looking at.
Calvin's theological epistomology can only be described fully when his general epistomology has been made clear. The way A Ganoczy and T F Torrance did it is unsatisfying, because what we want is Calvin's relation to philosophy (Plato, Aristotle, Greek and ludaistic thinking). Historically seen, it is the same question: 'To which school did Calvin belong to as a student, and which progesses in epistomology did he make later-on in his life?
Theological terms
By analysing them, we can get a new access to his theology. In Edinburgh, 1994, the term pietas was treated in one seminar and I want to direct the attention to this field.
The term of piety in Calvin does not mean faith, but it is a forestep to faith. We can get new results, when we observe the terms in the connection, which they have in the single texts. We should treat them as if we do not already know what they mean. We should evaluate every term critically. Calvin often used the same term but with different meanings. Terms like religio, poenitentia, contritio et cetera should be investigated because they can give a cross-section of Calvin' s way of theological thinking, as well as a test to see if we understand the Institutes correctly. A special example are the terms labyrinthus and abyssus.
W I Bouwsma interprets these terms in his book John Calvin and they should urgently be re-examined.
One difficulty· is that we have only short indices of terms: One is at the end of
Tholuck's Edition of Calvin's commentaries, as it was taken from the Amsterdam edition of Calvin's works, and a second one is given in Corpus Reformo.torum vol 22 and 59. F L Battles also published a concordance of the latin Institutes, based on the Opera Select a , which is indispensable to the researchers. The publishing house Droz may give out disks with the publication o(the Opera Omnia, of which there has been, until now, only three volumes published.
Calvin and the Apocalyptic texts
As we all know, Calvin never explained the book of Revelation, but in 1990 E A de
Boer gave a seminar on Calvin's sermons of Ezechiel 37 and 38, where the prophet gives apocalyptic prophesies. Calvin used the term figure (figure) , parable (similitude), vision (visio) to interpret this apocalyptic prophecies. That means that to these terms an explanation must be added, as one does in the distribution of the sacraments Genevensis) and gave a sermon on predestination at the meeting of the Congregation on the 18th December 1551. It is therefore possible to compare his sermon and his systematic teaching. How did he speak to the congregation about predestination? Are there any theological differences? I answer yes as it will be seen somewhere else. Anyway, we will have to study his sermons more carefully, especially the doctrinal ones. 
